Abstract-In order to simplify enormous inductive-motor loads in online estimation dynamic equivalence for large-scale power systems, it is presented identification strategy based on the algorithm of differential evolution algorithm (DE) to acquired the parameter of equivalent motor loads. It presented to dynamic aggregate motors into an equivalent motor based on same or similar dynamic characteristic, the parameter of equivalent motor is identified to use modified Differential Evolution algorithm (DE) which has unique advantage in nonlinear parameter optimization, in order to solve premature convergence problem of DE, double evolution swarm which adopt different variation are formed. Simulated results indicate that it is high accuracy for identified the parameter of equivalent motors, equivalent system can preserve dynamic characteristics of original system well. The method can be used to simplify mass inductive motor loads in online estimation dynamic equivalence for large-scale power systems.
INTRODUCTION
The method of estimation dynamic equivalence is used to reducing large-scale power systems for online dynamic safety analysis aim, this dynamic equivalence method is that external system is presented using equivalent system based on real-time online measured quantity [1] . It is necessary that mass inductive-motor loads should also taken into account in estimation dynamic equivalence except static loads, parameters of induction-motor loads have significance influence on simulation precision of power systems, it is proved that the recall fault simulation for two blackouts in west American [2, 3] . If mass inductive-motor loads existed in external system can be partition based on characteristic, we can aggregate those motor loads for an equivalent motor load, while those motor loads have same or similar characteristic, the equivalent accuracy is also improved.
The literatures studying on reducing inductive-motor loads are not more. We can be grouping inductive-motor loads based on their same or similar characteristic [4] . In literature [5] , the cluster method is presented to identify motor load group, and also the parameter of equivalent motor load is acquired using the weighting method. In literature [6] , motor loads are grouped with fuzzy-c clustering method, then, the parameter of the equivalent motor which aggregate into the individual motor in the same group is obtained by average-weighting method. Because of enormous induction-motor loads in large-scale power systems, it is difficult to get the parameter of inductionmotor load model in detailed if we take into account calculation quantity. In order to solve this problem, identification strategy is employed to aggregate inductive motor loads which have same or similar characteristic [7] , the algorithms are used to identification the parameter of induction-motor load [8, 9] , such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), chaos optimization, etc.. On account of the parameter identification for non-liner system based on optimization algorithm, therefore, it is necessary to find suited algorithm which has excellent property to be satisfied with rapid and accuracy requirement in online estimation dynamic equivalence.
In order to solve the equivalent simplification problem for mass inductive-motor loads, firstly, the model of inductivemotor load is given. Secondly, identification strategy is presented to acquire the parameter of equivalent inductivemotor loads, Thirdly, it is presented Differential Evolution algorithm (DE) and improvement measure to identification the parameter of equivalent inductive-motor loads. Finally, simulation test is given to prove the validity of modified DE algorithm.
II. MODEL OF INDUCTION-MTOTR
In order to describe the dynamic performance of inductionmotor better, the 3rd order model based on electromechanical transient is adopted. The equivalent circuit of induction-motor is shown in Fig. 1 , where rs, Xs and r′r, X′r are the equivalent resistance and leakage reactance of stator and rotor, respectively; rm and Xm are the resistance and reactance of excitation branch, respectively.
Eq. (1) is the equations for the 3rd order model based on electromechanical transient for inductive-motor [10] . When identification strategy is adopted, eight parameter are preparative identification optimized for inductive-motor load, 
III. IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY OF MOTOR' PARAMETER
The objection function Jm is constructed when we identify the parameter of equivalent inductive-motor [11] , Jm is calculated by Eq. (2). Block diagram of identification the equivalent inductive-motor parameter is shown in Fig. 2 .
where P 1 and Q 1 are the active power and reactive power of equivalent system; ;P 2 and Q 2 are the active power and reactive power of actual system; M is the number of data in simulation process. 
IV. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM

A. The Basic Differential Evolution Algorithm
Differential Evolution algorithm (DE) is a newer evolution algorithm that was proposed in 1995, the optimization process is operated by the way of "black box" in DE, which do not demand graded information, continuity and differentiability for the function, DE algorithm is suitable for the problem that optimizes non-liner parameter and multi-variable coupling optimization [12, 13] .
It includes three steps during the optimized process of evolution in DE, namely, mutation, crossover and selection operation. There are various kinds DE due to difference mutation ways, DE/rand/1/bin and DE/best/2/bin are the most popular way. The mutation step of DE/rand/1/bin and DE/best/2/bin are operated by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the crossover and selection step are operated by Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). R ; rand(j) is rand number, its range is [0,1]; (CR) is crossover probability factor; t is the number of iterations for evolutional generation.
B. Modified DE
The disadvantage of basic DE is that search stagnation and premature convergence phenomenon, DE/rand/1/bin has better global searching ability, DE/best/2/bin has better local searching ability, if we can combine DE/rand/1/bin with DE/best/2/bin, the modified DE has better robustness, performance of convergence speed and stability [14] . The block diagram of modified DE algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
FIGURE III. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF MODIFIED DE
The immigrant is adopted after every swarm evolving five generation independent in Fig. 3 , the objective function J m is defined as the fitness function of modified DE. The procedure steps of modified DE algorithm are shown as follows.
 Initialization;
 The immigrant is operation after every swarm evolve five generation independent, the immigrant principle is that the worst individual of first swarm is replaced by the optimal individual of second swarm;  In order to evaluate good and bad for per individual,
The objective function is calculated by Eq. (2), the fitness value of per individual is equal to the objective function value;  The mutation operation of two swarms are conducted by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4);  The crossover operation of two swarms are conducted by Eq. (5);  The selection operation of two swarms are conducted by Eq. (6);  Inspection end condition, namely, the difference value of objective function of twice iteration whether less than a small given-positive number ε, calculation is end if the end condition is satisfied, and then to step (8); otherwise, the loop procedure of step (2) to step (6) is operated;  End, output results.
V. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
The diagram of IEEE 10-generators and 39-buses system is shown in Fig. 4 , the system is divided into two parts by the border of 39, 3 and 27 bus, the upper of dotted line is reserved, others loads are reduced. The data of inductive motor loads is completely consistent with the reference [15] .
FIGURE IV. DIAGRAM OF IEEE 10-GENERATORS
There are thirteen loads in reduced system, the group result of inductive motor loads refer to reference [5] , the thirteen loads is divided into two groups, the first group is 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 15 and 18, the second group is 16, 20, 21, 23, 24 and 27. For a example, we study the reduced problem on 16, 20, 21, 23, 24 and 27 loads, six inductive-motor loads which include 16, 20, 21, 23, 24 and 27 are aggregated into a equivalent motor load EL using identification strategy based on modified DE, the equivalent motor load E L is connect with bus 16 [5] , it is shown in Fig. 5 .
FIGURE V. DIAGRAM OF EQUIVALENT SYSTEM
The modified DE is used to identify the parameter of equivalent load EL, which the eight parameter are For the sake of demonstration the accuracy of the dynamic responses of the equivalent load, a three-phase short-circuit fault was occurred on 9-39 line and cleared after 0.12 second and simulated for 12 second based on BPA software. The fault is applied on the original system as well as on the equivalent system.
We make analysis to several crucial elements, such as 10# generator because of close to fault local, 1 bus because of close to fault local, 14-15 line because of close to equivalent area. Transient responses curves that the swing curves of 10# generator, the bus voltage of 1 bus, the active power flow of 14-15 line and reactive power flow of 14-15 line obtained from the simulations are presented in Fig. 6-9 .
From these curves, the dynamic response of equivalent system is close to the original system, the tendency of curves change is consistent, basically. The simulation results presents that the dynamic characteristic of the original system has preserved in the equivalent system, and also it presents the accuracy of identified the parameter for equivalent inductivemotor load. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The problem that identified the parameter of inductivemotor load is solved well by means of using modified DE algorithm, the shortcoming of basic DE algorithm which falls into local optimum are preferably improved, modified DE algorithm has better convergence performance, the parameter of equivalent inductive-motor load has higher precision, the main characteristics of the original system are preserved in the equivalent system. Modified DE algorithm has lower computation costs so that it is realized easily, identification strategy is suitable for reducing inductive-motor loads in online estimation dynamic equivalence for large-scale power systems because it is simplicity, high efficiency.
